
P4-Primary
The assumption was that people of mixed race were "negro." If just one great-grandparent was Black, you were "negro" to the Registrar. 

P4-Primary
In some cases answers to this question were used to retaliate against husband or wife of an African-American who dared try to register. 

P4-Primary
In some cases counties with a military base allowed non-white soldiers and spouses to register if the base commander or higher-ups in the service made an issue of it. Unfortunately, in many cases, the brass did not make an issue of it. 

P4-Primary
In some cases students at southern colleges that were dependent on the state or white "benefactors" for funding were threatened with disciplinary action or expulsion for trying to register. 

P4-Primary
In many counties the White Citizens Councils informed white landlords that their African-American tenents tried to register. Evictions often followed. 



P4-Primary
Before state-wide and national computerized police records this was used to find arrest records of Black applicants. 

P4-Primary
The White Citizens Council frequently informed employers when Black employees tried to register. Immediate dismissal was expected. White employers who failed to fire such "troublemakers" could find themselves the target of a white business boycott or even Klan violence. 

P4-Primary
Past employers were also informed lest they inadvertantly re-hire someone fired for trying to register.

P4-Primary
Bad Conduct or Dishonerable discharges were sometimes used to deny registration to Black applicants. 

P4-Primary
In many cases, African-Americans who resisted the humiliations of segregation were declared "insane" and forcibly committed to institutions where they could be "cured" of their aberant behavior. Such persons could then be legally barred from registering to vote. 

P4-Primary
Naturally, whomever you listed here would become a target of Citizen Council of Klan interest. 

P4-Primary
The purpose of this question was to smoke out anyone who had attended a Civil Rights Movement voter-registration class. This voter registration form and the example questions were materials used in SCLC's Citizenship schools. 

P4-Primary
Under Alabama law, anyone convicted of a crime could be denied the right to vote. Since many African-Americans were arrested for refusing to accept Jim Crow abuse, either individually or through civil rights demonstrations, this was a primary method of disenfranchising a large sector of the Black community. 

P4-Primary
Part III was the "literacy" test. Which came in three parts "A," "B," and "C." (See links from previous page.)






